5G+ systems expect enhancement in data rate and coverage area under limited power constraint. Such requirements can be fulfilled by the densification of small cells (SCs). However, a major challenge is the management of fronthaul links connected to an ultra dense network of SCs. A cost effective and scalable idea of using network flying platforms (NFPs) is employed here, where the NFPs are used as fronthaul hubs that connect the SCs to the core network. The association problem of NFPs and SCs is formulated considering a number of practical constraints such as backhaul data rate limit, maximum supported links and bandwidth by NFPs and quality of service requirement of the system. The network centric case of the system is considered that aims to maximize the number of associated SCs without any biasing, i.e., no preference for high priority SCs. Then, two new efficient greedy algorithms are designed to solve the presented association problem. Numerical results show a favorable performance of our proposed methods in comparison to exhaustive search.
I. INTRODUCTION
Technological advancement and societal development compel the limits of a wireless communication system. Rapid increase in mobile devices, advancement in video services and latest applications such as virtual and augmented reality require enhancement in wireless data rate along with limited power and a widespread coverage. To satisfy these demands, a paradigm shift is needed in the wireless system. Thus, fifth generation and beyond (5G+) systems are supposed to include architectural changes with the use of latest technologies.
For 5G+ systems, an ultra dense network of small cells (SCs) along with millimitere-Wave (mmWave) and free space optics (FSO) is capable of providing hundreds of megahertz of bandwidth under usual power constraints along with widespread coverage [1] . However, such This publication was made possible by the sponsorship agreement in support of research and collaboration by Ooredoo, Doha, Qatar. The statements made herein are solely the responsibility of the authors. networks impose backhaul traffic limitations as it is difficult to manage a highly dense network of links [2] . To overcome this limitation, a centralized radio access network (C-RAN) can be utilized, where a fronthaul link shares the traffic of the backhaul link [3] .
An intelligent management is necessary for the fronthaul links due to the ultra dense network of SCs. A wired fiber network is not the best choice due to its high capital expenditure (CAPEX) [4] . Wireless mmWave/FSO links due to their short range communication require hub points to carry the fronthaul traffic. In urban areas, ground fronthaul hubs are also not a good choice due to the unavailability of a large number of ground locations and non line of sight (NLoS) link losses. Thus, a scalable idea was presented in [5] to utilize the network flying platforms (NFPs) as aerial hubs. Such NFPs include drones and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that can be used to communicate wireless information. These NFPs can provide line of sight (LoS) wireless connection as they hover at an altitude of a few hundred meters up to 20 kms. Such a fronthaul network is suitable for many other scenarios apart from a normal LoS wireless connection such as in a number of critical situations (e.g., earthquakes), crowded events (e.g., FIFA world cup) and remote areas (e.g., for mountain climbers). In this work, such NFPs are used to provide fronthaul connectivity to the SCs and efficient greedy algorithms are designed to solve the association problem of the NFPs and SCs.
A. Related Work
A widely used air to ground (ATG) propagation model was presented in [6] that considers aerial communication between NFPs and ground nodes. The coverage area of a single NFP was analytically derived in [7] . The maximum coverage area for the case of two NFPs was computed in [8] by solving an optimization problem considering their distance and height as an optimization parameters. The association and placement problems of NFPs were targeted in a few articles [9] - [11] . The placement of a single NFP used as a base station (BS) was studied in [9] for various urban environments considering only signal to noise ratio (SNR) constraint. Whereas, [10] solves the same problem considering backhaul data rate and NFP bandwidth limits. Both [9] and [10] solve the placement problem using an exhaustive search. [11] solved the association of multiple NFP-BSs with users using particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm considering only signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR). All of the above mentioned works use NFPs as BSs, however, [5] presented the idea of utilizing NFPs as hub points for the SCs but have not designed/solved the related association and placement problem. Same idea was used in [12] that formulated and solved the association problem of NFP-hubs and SCs using a simple greedy algorithm.
B. Our Contributions
This work considers the association problem of NFPs and SCs for the network centric case i.e., from network point of view, where the network's objective is to serve maximum number of SCs without any biasing. A related work was presented for the user centric case in [12] , where there was a biasing due to sum data rate i.e., the SCs demanding a high data rate were given priority to get associated first in order to increase the total sum data rate. Similar to the work in [12] , same practical constraints such as maximum backhaul data rate, maximum number of transceivers that NFP can carry to maintain links with SCs, maximum bandwidth limit of NFP and interference between neighbouring SCs are considered that have not been used before in any other work. Further, a practical stochastic geometry approach is used for the distribution of SCs and NFPs by maintaining a distance between their neighbours. Two simple but efficient greedy algorithms are presented for two scenarios including i) when SCs have limited processing power then a centralized algorithm is used, named as Centralized Maximal Cells Algorithm (CMCA) and ii) when SCs have enough processing power, then a faster distributed algorithm can be used that is named as Distributed Maximal Cells Algorithm (DMCA). A performance comparison via numerical results shows a similar association and more than 80% faster run time speed of the proposed algorithms as compared to exhaustive branch and bound (B&B) method.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section II consists of the system model and the association problem of NFPs and SCs for the network centric case. Section III presents the proposed algorithms to solve the association problem. Numerical results and related discussions are presented in Section IV and finally Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a C-RAN architecture of 5G+ system as shown in Fig. 1 that consists of an ultra dense network of SCs, a macrocell base station (MBS) and a core network. SCs consist of a remote radio head (RRH) and may or may not have a processing unit depending on the architecture [3] . Mainly, the processing of control and data information is handled by a centralized base band unit (BBU) pool consisting of a number of BBUs equal to the number of cell sites. The control information of users flows through the backhaul network including connections between SCs and core network via MBS and BBU pool. The MBS connects with some of the SCs and capable of transferring their control information to the BBU pool through the backhaul link.
Instead of a usual wired fronthaul network, here NFPs are used along with mmWave/FSO to route the data traffic of users between SCs and the core network via BBU pool. The NFPs have a two level hierarchy, where a number of NFPs are spread over a horizontal plane of height h D from ground level. They are connected to each other through FSO links and with SCs through mmWave links, where the FSO link losses are not considered in this study. The NFPs act as hub points for carrying traffic between SCs and core network but for brevity they are referred as NFPs instead of NFP-hubs. This layer of NFPs is also connected via FSO link with mother-NFP at a height greater than h D . These NFPs are only allowed to share control signals with each other, where each NFP should directly route the data traffic to the mother-NFP. Such control signals includes the SINR of SCs and NFPs links, bandwidth and data rate requirements of the SCs. In this work, only those SCs are considered that are active during time interval 0 T and it is assumed that the system does not change during this time duration. Before formulating the problem, first the air-to-ground (ATG) path loss model is discussed below.
A. Air-to-Ground Path Loss Model
A widely used ATG path loss model presented in [6] and [7] is adopted here. This model is based on two propagation groups namely: i) LoS receivers and ii) NLoS receivers. The probability of LoS (P (LoS)) depends on the considered environment (such as rural, urban, or others) and the orientation of NFPs and ground SCs and it was formulated in [6] and [7] as
where α and β are parameters with constant values that depend on the specific environment. Here, θ = arctan h D s represents the elevation angle from the ground SC to the NFP, where s =
tance between them. The positions of SCs and NFPs in a cartesian coordinate system with respect to the origin are denoted by (x, y) and (x D , y D , h D ), respectively. This model ignores the random variations in the channel and presents the average path loss as
where the first term represents free space path loss (FSPL) that depends on carrier frequency f c , speed of light c, path loss exponent γ and the distance d = h 2 D + s 2 between NFP and SC. Variables η LoS and η NLoS represent additional losses for LoS and NLoS links, respectively and P (NLoS) = 1 − P (LoS). All parameters in (2) depend on the environment.
B. Problem Formulation
Consider a transmission of user data between N SC small cells and the core network via fronthaul link consisting of N D NFPs except the mother-NFP. Considering a stochastic geometry approach, both SCs and NFPs are distributed randomly in a square region of area A using Matern type-I hard-core process [13] with an average density of λ per m 2 having a minimum separation of s min SC and s min D with their neighbors, respectively. This provides a random distribution points of SCs and NFPs denoted as
The communication between the core network and SCs is limited by a number of factors that also affects the association of NFPs and SCs. Thus, depending on these factors, out of all the available pairs of NFPs and SCs only few can be associated. First of all, the following discussion presents the limiting factors of the system and then formulate the association problem of NFPs and SCs based on those factors.
The backhaul link running from the core network to the mother-NFP via BBU pool limits the maximum allowed data rate of the network, that is referred here as backhaul data rate R. This means that the sum of the data rate from all the NFP and SC pairs cannot exceed the backhaul data rate R. Let us denote the requested data rate of SC i associated with NFP j by r ij , then this constraint can be written as (5b) where A ij is an entry of (N SC × N D ) association matrix A that shows the association of SCs and NFPs as
The next limit is posed by the fronthaul FSO link in the next hop, i.e., from mother-NFP to each NFP. Depending upon the quality of FSO link, each NFP j is allocated a maximum bandwidth B j that can be distributed among associated SCs. This limits the sum of requested bandwidth of all SCs associated with NFP j and it can be mathematically represented as (5c). The allocated bandwidth b ij = rij ηij of SC i and NFP j pair depends on r ij and spectral efficiency η ij = log 2 (1 + SINR ij ), where SINR can be expressed as
Here, P rij represents the received power from NFP j to the SC i and σ represents the noise floor of the link. In the next hop, i.e., from NFP j to SC i, the mmWave fronthaul link should satisfy a quality of service (QoS) requirement. Every NFP can serve SCs placed inside a specific area computed using (2) for fixed positions of NFPs, SCs and a maximum path loss [7] , [8] . This maximum path loss is related to minimum SINR that is required to serve a SC via mmWave link. Thus, each NFP SC pair link should satisfy a minimum SINR QoS requirement which can be written as (5d).
Considering all the above mentioned constraints of the 5G+ C-RAN network, for fixed positions of NFPs and SCs, we search for the best possible association between them. The objective of the network centric case is to serve the maximum number of SCs. Such a problem can be formulated as
Constraint (5e) shows that NFP j can maintain a maximum of N lj links with SCs as per the number of transceivers. Further, each SC can be associated to a maximum of one NFP that is included in constraint (5f).
III. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
The optimization problem in (5) is a binary linear integer program (BILP) and it can be easily noticed that this is an NP-hard problem [14] . It is well known that there exits no standard method to solve such an optimization problem. Therefore, we present here two simple but efficient greedy solutions that are designed to solve the optimization problem (5) . One algorithm is applicable for the architecture where SCs lack the processing power, thus the algorithm works in a centralized manner and is named Centralized Maximal Cells Algorithm (CMCA). The other presented algorithm works in a distributed fashion for the case where processing power of SCs and NFPs is utilized too and is named as Distributed Maximal Cells Algorithm (DMCA). For performance comparison, an exhaustive search method known as branch and bound (B&B) method [15] is utilized as an optimal benchmark solution.
To setup the system model, initialization algorithm presented in [12] is utilized. It is assumed that all the NFPs are symmetric, i.e., h Dj = h D , B j = B and N lj = N l , however, the presented algorithms are applicable for the general case of optimization problem (5) with necessary modifications. Using initialization algorithm, the NFPs and SCs are distributed randomly in a square region of area A. At this point, a snapshot of NFPs and SCs is obtained that provides their respective numbers N D and N SC and positions which, combined with data rate requirements of SCs, are used to compute the bandwidth and SINR parameters. Then, this information is passed to the proposed algorithms to find the optimum association between NFPs and SCs.
A. Proposed Distributed Greedy Algorithm
This algorithm is divided into four steps that are distributed among SCs (first step), NFPs (second step) and mother-NFP (last two steps) to utilize their processing power and to speed up the optimization process. At every step, the algorithm takes care of either one or two constraints of the optimization problem (5).
1)
Step 1: Using the SINR ij from (4), every SC i compares its SINR with the minimum SINR requirement for all the available NFPs satisfying constraint (5d). SC i then selects only one NFP having minimum sum bandwidth and data rate, i.e., min(b ij + r ij ) out of the other NFPs that satisfy constraint (5d). Thus, at this step the algorithm takes care of the constraints (5d) and (5f).
2)
Step 2: Each NFP j receives a number of association requests from SCs. Out of these requests, every NFP j selects a maximum of N l requests satisfying the constraint (5e). The selection of SC is based on the minimum sum of bandwidth b ij and data rate r ij , thus trying to maximize the number of SCs as per the objective criterion (5a) considering constraints (5b) and (5c). Thus, NFP j first selects the SC having minimum sum bandwidth and data rate, i.e., min(b ij + r ij ) out of its list and then selects the next SC with a higher value. NFP j keeps track of the number of links and bandwidth of the associated SCs using counters C j N l and C j b , respectively. Furthermore, before associating the SC i with NFP j, NFP validates the constraint (5c) to ensure that each NFP j does not exceed its maximum bandwidth limit B, i.e., C j b + b ij ≤ B and then after the association, updates the respective counters. The process completes if NFP j reaches either of the maximum limits including the number of links N l and bandwidth B or if the number of requests of SCs for NFP j ends.
This step is designed in a way so that it can be performed in parallel at every NFP to speed up the association process and to distribute the processing load among all the NFPs. It is to be noted that this step uses information of constraint (5b), however, as this step is being performed in parallel, it does not keep track of this constraint. Thus, at the end the association matrix A contains a maximum of N l ones at every column j and constraints (5c) and (5e) are satisfied.
All the NFPs pass their information to the mother-NFP; this information includes their association decisions and the respective bandwidth, data rate and SINR. A counter C r having information of the total sum data rate of the associated SCs is initialized.
3)
Step 3: This step is performed if the backhaul data rate limit is not reached, i.e., C r < R. Mother-NFP goes through the association matrix A to find the unassociated SCs and also computes the remaining available resources, i.e., number of links and bandwidth for each NFP using counter C j N l and C j b , respectively. Mother-NFP requests the bandwidth b ij and data rate r ij parameters of the links between unassociated SCs and NFPs that satisfy the SINR constraint (5d) at step 1 of this algorithm. Then, mother-NFP selects the NFP to SC link that provides the minimum sum bandwidth and data rate, i.e., min(b ij + r ij ) out of all the possible unassociated SCs and NFPs pairs. It associates the selected pair after verifying the constraints of N l (5e) and B (5c) for the selected NFP j and R (5b) for all the NFPs. In this way, it keeps associating the remaining SCs until the resources are available or all the SCs get associated.
4)
Step 4: This step is performed only if the backhaul data rate limit is exceeded, i.e., C r > R, otherwise the algorithm completes. So, at this step, mother-NFP takes care of the data rate constraint (5b) using counter C r . Mother-NFP dissociates some of the SCs in the following manner. It searches for the SC having maximum data rate r ij and dissociates it if C r − r ij ≥ R, otherwise, it selects the SC with the next lower data rate. After every disassociation, mother-NFP verifies the data rate Make a list of NFPs that satify SINRmin criterion 5: Out of the list send association request to NFP j such that min(bij + rij) 6: end for 7:
Step 2: 8: Initialize counters: C j N l = 0, C j b = 0 ∀j 9: for j = 1 to ND do 10:
Find SC i with min(bij + rij) 12 : Update total data rate as Cr = Cr − rij 31: end while constraint (5b) such that if C r ≤ R then the algorithms completes, otherwise it repeats the same procedure.
This algorithm provides an efficient solution of the optimization problem (5) in four simple steps and is summarized in Algorithm DMCA.
B. Proposed Centralized Greedy Algorithm
This centralized algorithm have a slower run time speed than DMCA and is suitable for the C-RAN architecture where the BBU pool does all the processing. It can be implemented at either BBU pool or mother-NFP that can obtain the necessary control information from the BBU pool. Similar to Algorithm DMCA, this centralized algorithm is designed on the same strategy that is to select the SCs with minimum sum bandwidth and data rate in order to accommodate more and more SCs in the NFP bandwidth B and backhaul data rate R limits.
The algorithm starts by generating a list of NFP to SC links that satisfy the SINR constraint in (5d). Also, it initializes the three counters, i.e., the number of links C j N l , bandwidth C j b of NFP and sum data rate C r of all NFPs. Out of the list of NFP to SC links, the Algorithm CMCA Centralized Maximal Cells Algorithm Input: NSC , ND, N l , SINRmin, B, R, SINRij, rij, bij Output: A 1: Make a list of NFP to SC links that satify SINRmin criterion 2: Initialize counters: C j N l = 0, C j b = 0 ∀j and Cr = 0 3: while List of NFP to SC links is not empty do 4: Find SC i and NFP j pair with min(bij + rij) 5: if Cr + rij ≤ R then 6:
Remove other links of selected SC i from the list 9: end if 15: end while link that provides minimum sum bandwidth and data rate, i.e., min(b ij + r ij ) is chosen. Now, the algorithm verifies the constraints of data rate (5b), bandwidth (5c) and number of links (5e) such that C r + r ij ≤ R, C j b + b ij ≤ B and C j N l + 1 ≤ N l , respectively. If the selected NFP SC pair passes the verification stage then they are associated to each other and association matrix A is updated along with all three counters. If the data rate constraint is not passed then the process is terminated as it means the association has reached the backhaul data rate limit. In case, either of the bandwidth or the number of links constraints are not passed then all the links of the selected NFP j are removed from the list as it means this NFP j cannot accommodate any more SCs. Further, during the association of SC i, all the other possible links of the selected SC are removed from the list of NFP to SC links in order to satisfy the constraint (5f) that restricts a SC to be linked with a maximum of one NFP. The process is repeated until the list ends or the resources ends that can be tracked using the three counters. The steps are summarized in Algorithm CMCA.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Consider a C-RAN 5G+ system as shown in Fig. 1 , where the SCs and NFPs are distributed randomly in a square region of area A = 16 km 2 . Both the SCs and NFPs are distributed using Matern type 1 process with the same density λ. A minimum separation of s min SC = 300 meters is maintained between neighbouring SCs. However, among neighbouring NFPs the minimum distance s min D is computed using (2) considering a maximum path loss PL max . Then, the data rate is randomly assigned to the SCs from a pre-defined vector r SBS . Note that, here it is assumed that a SC i will demand the same data rate from every NFP i.e., r ij = r i , ∀j. Considering this and the other parameters defined in Table I , the parameters for every NFP to SC pair links are calculated such as b ij and SINR ij . Finally, the necessary parameters are passed to the algorithms to find the best possible association between NFPs and SCs by minimizing the optimization problem (5) . In the following, the parameters remain the same unless otherwise stated, however a number of scenarios are considered i.e., different random distributions of NFPs and SCs in the same square region. Fig. 2 shows one of the considered scenarios for the distribution of NFPs and SCs, where only 2D aerial view is shown as the height of NFPs is the same. Also, in this case the association is the same for both algorithms, therefore, their results are shown jointly in Fig. 2b . It can be noticed by comparing Fig. 2a and 2b that B&B and our proposed algorithms associates 28 and 27 SCs, respectively. The performance is close but the difference is mainly because of the backhaul data rate constraint. For this scenario, as per the rate distribution, the sum data rate of 30 SCs is 3.18 Gbps which exceeds the considered data rate constraint of R = 2.9 Gbps. Therefore, B&B method only associates 28 SCs as it drops 2 SCs requesting a data rate of 0.15 Gbps each. However, our proposed algorithms are based on the combined minimum sum bandwidth and data rate instead of the exhaustive search of B&B method, so they drop 3 SCs, one with a data rate of 0.15 Gbps and two with 0.12 Gbps. This is because the second SC dropped by B&B method requires a bandwidth such that it results in a sum bandwidth and data rate lower than the ones with 0.12 Gbps data rate. If our algorithms have a different weighting criterion between bandwidth and data rate, they would have dropped two SCs giving the same results as of B&B method. However, this weighting criterion suits this scenario only and it changes for every other scenario, that is why in the proposed algorithms, we selected the simplest weighting criterion for minimum sum bandwidth and data rate. Fig. 3 plots the average percentage of unassociated SCs vs. R r which is the ratio of the backhaul data rate limit R to the sum data rate of the N SC SCs. 1000 different scenarios are considered and for each scenario the number of unassociated SCs are used to compute the percentage that is then averaged over 1000 scenarios. For all the scenarios, the same ratio R r is maintained by varying the backhaul data rate limit R and total sum data rate for each scenario. This figure highlights the effect of the backhaul data rate constraint (5b) on the association of SCs. The percentage of unassociated SCs decreases with the increase in the ratio R r until it reaches 1 and remains zero for R r ≥ 1, i.e., all SCs gets associated if resources are equal or greater than the requirements. Further, it can be seen that the performance of our proposed algorithms is the same as of the optimal solution by B&B method. Fig. 4 depicts the average percentage of unassociated SCs vs. R b which is the ratio of the bandwidth limit of NFPs B to the sum bandwidth of the associated SCs with one NFP. As symmetric NFPs are considered in this work so the ratio R b is computed using the NFP where associated SCs demand maximum sum bandwidth among other NFPs and the B is varied also to maintain the same R b for all scenarios. For more tight restriction of B, i.e., constraint (5c), the proposed algorithms deviates more from the optimal result. The effect of bandwidth limit of NFPs B on the association problem is more non-linear than the backhaul data rate limit R. This shows that in the strategy of the proposed algorithms, i.e., min(b ij + r ij ), bandwidth should be weighted more than the data rate. Fig. 5 compares the run time speed of the proposed algorithms with the B&B method for 30 different scenarios. In all of the scenarios, the constraints (5b) to (5f) are considered, so resources are limited. If the results are averaged over 1000 scenarios then the average run time speed of B&B, CMCA and DMCA results in 27.2561 ms, 3.4805 ms and 0.4919 ms. This means that algorithms CMCA and DMCA results in 87.49% and 98.2% decrease in run time speed as compared to the B&B method. This shows that the proposed methods are practically applicable due to their lower complexity, fast speed and same average performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The idea of employing NFPs to provide fronthaul connectivity to SCs is used in this work. The association problem of NFPs and SCs is formulated considering a number of practical constraints including backhaul data rate limit, maximum number of links and bandwidth limit of NFPs, interference between SC and NFPs using SINR criterion. Two greedy algorithms are presented for different types of C-RAN architecture that tries to maximize the number of SCs. Both algorithms can be practically implemented as they have lower complexity as compared to B&B exhaustive method. Numerical results show that both algorithms have nearly the same performance as of B&B method.
